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I am pleased to announce the following new features and changes in
the NETWORK Newsletter:

Quick Catches

Membership in the Career Development Network is now FREE
to any career practitioner who e-mails us at rknowdell@mac.com.
This means that they will receive complimentary electronic copies of
both this bi-monthly newsletter and the quarterly journal.

columns

Since Network is continuing to expand globally, attracting more
members from Asia and Africa, we shall include more newsletter
content from outside of North America in subsequent issues.

Wisdom of Dick Bolles

Susan Joyce Smart Job Search
Melissa Venable Social Media
Paula Brand The LinkedInsider

The Newsletter has new content, such as “Assessment Tools,”
“Wisdom of Dick Bolles,” and “Quick Catches.”

Janet Wall CEU One Stop

Lastly, join me in welcoming Dr. Sally Gelardin as our new Newsletter
Editor. Sally will be replacing Steven Beasley who served as the
Editor for the past 20 years. A big, heartfelt thanks to Steven, who
will continue to be involved in Special Projects for the Network.

contacts

Dick Knowdell

USA

Founder and Publisher

E Sanders-Park Building Self-Esteem

International
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conferences
Canada
22-24 January 2018 National Career Development
Conference [Canada]
CANNEXUS 18
Ottawa, ON CANADA
Contact cannexus@ceric.ca
26-27 March 2018 British Columbia Career
Development Association (BCCDA)
20th Annual Career Development
Conference
Vancouver, BC CANADA

China

Contact info@bccda.org
15-19 May 2018 Asia Pacific Career Development
Association
Tsinghua University
Beijing, CHINA
Connecting Career, Family, and
Society. Proposals for conference
workshops are invited.

Mexico

Contact Info@AsiaPacificCDA.org
29 November - International Association for
1 December 2017 Educational and Vocational
Guidance
2017 Conference
Mexico City, MEXICO

Phillipines

Contact Suzanne Bultheel, President
Suzanne.bultheel@gmail.com
www.laveg.net
16-17 November 2017 Career Development Association of
the Philippines
40th Annual Conference
Manilla, PHILLIPINES
Presenters include: Josefina
Santamaria, Allan Gatenby, Brian
Schwartz and Richard Knowdell
Contact cdapsecretariat@gmail.com
www.cdapinc.org
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united states
6-9 December 2017 Association for Career and Technical
Education
Careertech Vision 2017
Nashville, TN USA
Contact registration@acteonline.org

26-29 April 2018 American Counseling Association
[ACA]
2018 Conference and Expo
Atlanta, GA USA
Contact membership@counseling.org

21-23 June 2018 National Career Development
Association
2018 NCDA Global Conference
Leading the Way by Integrating
Theory, Research & Practice.
Phoenix, AZ USA
Contact nscrimsher@ncda.org
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Certification Programs Sponsored by the Career Development NETWORK

Job & Career Transition Coach Certification
Job & Career Transition Coach (JCTC)
Job & Career Development Coach (JCDC)
21 Continuing Education Hours
Chattanooga, TN, USA
2 – 4 October 2017
San Diego, CA USA
4 – 6 December 2017
Facilitator: Rich Feller, PhD
Become a certified Career Coach with just three days of hands-on training
facilitated by Rich Feller, PhD. Rich teaches the Knowdell Four-Step Career
Transition Process and coaching questions contained in the Knowdell Job
and Career Transition Profile. This coach training has been obtained by
over 7,000 career practitioners in government, big business, the military,
universities, Native American tribes, and nonprofits.
To schedule a workshop in your organization, e-mail: Richard Knowdell,
Executive Director.

rknowdell@mac.com
www.careernetwork.org

Inner Heroes Certification Training
This hands-on interactive workshop is designed to help counselors and
other professionals give students the tools to find the right major that leads
to the work they will love. The Inner Heroes Program helps students find
careers that match their personality strengths and natural talent, while also
overcoming obstacles that block success. It includes cards and an assessment
based on the Keirsey Temperament Theory. E-mail Carolyn Kalil, MA.

support@TrueColorsCareer.com
www.InnerHeroes.com
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additional training & Certification Programs

Gregg Levoy’s Vital Signs/Passion Retreat
22-24 September 2017
Santa Cruz, CA USA
Venue is the country’s newest personal-growth learning center, in the
California redwoods near Santa Cruz, California, called “1440 Multiversity.”
Gregg says, “There are 1440 minutes in a day, each an opportunity to live
fully.” E-mail: Gregg Levoy. callings@gregglevoy.com

Career Counselors’ Consortium Northeast Seminars
E-mail: Amy Mazur, PDS@careercounselorsne.org
Training for New and Aspiring Career Counselors
6 October 2017 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Facilitator: Amy Mazur, NCC
LinkedIn Seminar
3 November 2017 9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Facilitator: Sabrina Woods

“Parachute" Workshop for Counselors & Coaches
3-4 October 2017 (right before the NCDA Institute)
Long Beach, CA USA
For more than 40 years, the most effective approach to career decisionmaking was developed by Dick Bolles in “the job-hunter’s bible,” What Color
Is Your Parachute? Yet no sanctioned Parachute workshops for counseling and
coaching professionals have been delivered for decades - until now.
This pilot two-day training will be facilitated by Deeta Lonergan, M.Ed.,
longtime Trainer, Facilitator, Career Counselor and Coach with extensive
experience in talent and career management. She has used "Parachute" as
the core of her work in teaching undergraduate and graduate credit classes at
the community college and university level and career development seminars
in businesses and organizations. Gary A. Bolles, co-facilitator, is a longtime
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Silicon Valley lecturer and writer with a special focus on the future of work.
Gary was trained in his father’s methods at the age of 19, and co-founded
with him eParachute.com .
Deeta and Gary will lead a small group of career counseling professionals
through an intensive, interactive, pilot two-day workshop that will that will
provide you with the tools you need to deliver the best value to your client.
The workshop will meld the latest techniques from Parachute with the
information that professionals need to help their clients navigate a rapidlychanging world of work. Early bird pricing for the workshop is $495.
Register now before the price increases to $995. E-mail: Joshua Sharon,
josh@eparachute.com

Training from the BACK of the Room
19-20 October 2017
Irvine, Southern CA, USA
Crafted by Sharon Bowman, this train-the-trainers workshop is based on
current brain science. Delivered by Elisabeth Sanders-Park, it takes your
training to an advanced level! Register now for the SUPER early bird
discount and use the CPAD100 discount for an extra $100 off. E-mail
Elisabeth Sanders-Park: Elisabeth@worknetsolutions.com

OneLifeTools puts the power of story in your hands.
Certifications:
Who You Are Matters! Facilitator
Narrative Assessment Certification
On-Site Training:
4-5 October 2017
Calgary, Alberta, CANADA
Remote Training:
11-12 October 2017
Using narrative games, Online Storytelling tools and training allows you
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to scale up career management in career and employment centers, alumni
and professional associations, business and industry, education and schools,
independent practitioners, coaches and career firms. The One Life Tools
evidence-based narrative framework brings together practice-tested methods,
contemporary career theory, and leading positive psychology research.
Our tools & training offer a practical, proven and easy to learn method
of practice which career counsellors and specialists, HR professionals,
coaches and other helping professionals can easily adopt. E-mail: service@
onelifetools.com. Website: www.onelifetools.com

ΨΨΨ
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Assessment Instruments Career Practitioners Should Know About

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI Certification)
CPP offered live onsite MBTI Certification training for career counselors.
The MBTI assessment makes Carl Jung's theory of psychological type both
understandable and highly practical by helping individuals identify their
preferences in four areas: where you focus your attention, how you take in
information, the way you make decisions based on that information, and
how you deal with the world. E-mail: custserv@cpp.com

Strong Interest Inventory Certification:
Live onsite Strong Interest Inventory Certification training is available
from GS Consultants in groups of up to 30 individuals. In addition, GS
Consultants offers Strong Certification training online. Noreen Sandino,
Client Services Coordinator, GS Consultants, PO Box 225335, San
Francisco, CA 94122 E-mail: noreen@gsconsultants.net

Knowdell Card Sorts
Career Values, Motivated Skills, Occupational Interests and Leisure/
Retirement Card Sorts. As well as in English, many are now available in
Arabic, Chinese and Korean. The Career Values and Motivated Skills card
sorts are also available in on-line versions. Card sorts, e-mail: rknowdell@
mac.com. Website: www.KnowdellCardSorts.com. On-line card sorts,
e-mail: Michael@CareerPlanner.com

YouScience
Online assessment combining aptitudes, interests and personality to guide
users toward their best-fit personalized career path. YouScience uses proven
science and algorithms to encourage self-discovery and confidence in postsecondary choices. Website: www.youscience.com/contact

Who You Are Matters!
Interactive group discovery game experience engaging users in selfclarification and new possibility exploration, with post-game intentional
exploration. Who You Are Matters! Sparks meaningful conversations
through the OneLifeTools narrative framework. E-mail: service@
onelifetools.com
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Assessment Instruments Career Practitioners Should Know About

Career Decision-Making System
Authored by Feller & O’Shea, a multi-dimensional assessment system (both
print and online) helping users to identify occupational interests, values and
abilities, resulting in connection to career options and in-depth occupation
data. Online version, e-mail: cdminternet.com/contact/index.jsf. Print
version, e-mail: clinicalcustomersupport@pearson.com.

Self-Directed Search
Developed by John Holland, the StandardSDS is a career assessment
and exploration tool that uses John Holland's RIASEC theory to classify
individuals according to six basic types: Realistic, Investigative, Artistic,
Social, Enterprising, and Conventional. The theory is based on the idea
that if your personality type matches your work environment type, you are
more likely to find job fulfillment and career satisfaction. Website: www4/
parinc.com/Support/ContactForm.aspx.

COPSystem
The COPS Interest Inventory consists of a series of items, providing job
activity interest scores related to 14 different career clusters. Each cluster
corresponds to both high school and college curriculum, as well as current
sources of occupational information. The COPS interpretive material
emphasizes a “hands-on” approach to career exploration, featuring career
and educational planning worksheets, along with a listing of suggested
activities to gain experience. The instruments include interests, abilities and
values. E-mail: customerservice@edits.net.
ΨΨΨ
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wisdom of dick bolles
Insights from

Richard N. Bolles' 2017 What
Color is your Parachute?
Why pursuing your dream Is still Important
In deciding what you want to do with your life, or what you want to do
next with your life, there are only three questions to ask yourself: WHAT,
WHERE, and HOW.

Richard N. Bolles left us
a legacy of wisdom in career
WHAT do you most love to do?
development. His insights will
be presented in each Newsletter
WHERE would you most love to do it? and
issue, taken from his last
edition of the most widely
HOW do you name such jobs, and how do you find such jobs?
read career book in the world,
the 2017 What Color is Your
That word Love is important. You want to look for your passions (what
Parachute.
you'd most love to do), rather than just your competencies (what you can
www.jobhuntersbible.com/
do). In my 44 years of experience in this field, I have found this is terribly
important. Oh, some "experts" will claim that it's hard enough to find any
work during this long slow U.S. recovery from the 2008 Recession, so this
is no time to be picky. Don't believe them. It's always time to be picky.

Here are five reasons why:
1. In this imperfect world, odds are you'll only find part—not all—of
what you're looking for, at least in the beginning. So if you aim for all
of your dream, and at first find only half of your target, good news:
you've found 50% of your dream job, right off. On the other hand
if, out of fear, or the desire "to be realistic", from the beginning you
aim for only half of your dream, and end up with half of that, you've
found only 25% of your dream.
2. If your job-hunt drags on, as is the case more often since the 2008
Recession, you need something that will keep you at it! Pursuing what
you'd most love to do will give you the determination to keep on going
with your job-hunt or career-change, even during rough patches. "If I
get this, or even something close to this, it will all be worth it."
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Wisdom of Dick Bolles>>>>
3. If your job-hunt drags on, you need to replenish your energy along the
way. Pursuing what you'd most love to do will give you the energy to
keep on going, even during rough patches. (Notice, in other situations,
when you're talking to a loved one, and you get on some topic you're
enthusiastic about, how your energy level rises. You feel renewed. So,
here.)
4. You need another way to find organizations than just waiting for them
to announce a vacancy. If you first identify what you'd love most to do,
it's relatively easy then to identify and research places that might have
such jobs. And you can then approach them through your contacts,
before they ever announce their next vacancy.
5. Once you get a job interview at places of your choice, you need to
stand out from the other (say) nineteen people they're interviewing
there. It is the enthusiastic job-seekee rather than the one who can
just do the job, that stands out in any interviewing process. If it's your
whole dream you're after, you will be enthusiastic, without even trying,
because you're about to get closer to your dream. Not so enthusiastic,
if it's only one quarter of your dream.
ΨΨΨ
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Smart Job Search Goes Beyond
Job Postings
by Susan P. Joyce

Smart job search means finding and applying for as many jobs as possible,
right? NO!
Susan P. Joyce is editor/
publisher of JobHunt.org
and WorkCoachCafe.com. She
has a web presence on several
career-related social media
websites. Susan is the author
of How to Find a Job Using
Craigslist and co-editor of New
Year, New Job!
sjoyce@netability.com
www.NETability.com

The major problem with this strategy is its popularity with job seekers.
When you focus all of your efforts on job postings, you face the greatest
competition in the job market. Recruiters are in a “war for talent” — they
are searching relentlessly online for qualified candidates because job postings
are less effective today.
Currently, the average job seeker clicks that “Apply” button less than one
minute after opening the job posting. So, an average of 250 people apply
for most jobs. Not surprisingly given the short time spent reading the job
posting, fewer than 50 per cent of the applicants are qualified.
This is a major problem for employers. Many employers have found that
searching for qualified job candidates and asking employees to refer qualified
candidates are often very effective methods to fill their job openings.

The Real Value of Job Announcements
Rather than spending all of your job search efforts finding job postings and
submitting applications, smart job search means viewing the job postings
as an example of employer shopping lists. Job postings show you what
employees need — the skills and experience employers are seeking. So, the
best use of job postings for a smart job search is to identify employers who
want to hire people like you.
Note the job titles those employers call the job you want. Then, analyze the
requirements for those jobs, and match your skills and experience with them,
as described below.
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The majority of recruiters fight to win the war for talent by searching for
people qualified for their job opportunities. In a smart job search, you
leverage sites like LinkedIn (and Facebook) to be found by employers in
their Google searches. When you have analyzed job postings, you know what
employers want. Then, knowing what employers want, you can make your
match with their requirements clear to them.

The Value of LinkedIn for Job Seekers
Smart job seekers focus on analyzing their preferred employers’ job postings
to determine the best set of keywords for their LinkedIn Profile, Facebook,
Twitter, their personal website or blog (if any), About.me page. LinkedIn is
the site most recruiters use to find qualified job candidates.
For a smarter job search, focus your efforts on including the best keywords
for your target job and target employers in your LinkedIn Profile: If your
target employer calls the job you want “Lead Marketing Wizard” rather
than the usual “Principal Marketing Analyst,” include both job titles in
your LinkedIn Profile. Like this, “Principal Marketing Analyst / Lead
Marketing Wizard, expert in leveraging…” If your target employer requires
that employees be experienced using some specific software that you are
experienced using, include those terms in your LinkedIn Profile.
Be sure to include the terms exactly as the employer describes them in job
postings. For example, if the target job descriptions specify experience using
“Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Word” use those exact terms rather than
simply “Microsoft software.”

Summary
Smart job search means having target employers, identifying people they
know at those employers who can refer them, and then leveraging the
employer’s employee referral programs to be hired. Employers prefer job
candidates referred by a current employee.
Website: www.workcoachcafe.com/2016/01/19/smart-job-searchbeyond-job-postings/
ΨΨΨ
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Exploring Social Media Careers
By Melissa A. Venable

Melissa A. Venable,
PhD, is a writer, instructor,
and career coach in South
Carolina, who works at
the intersection of
instructional design &
technology, social media, and
career development.
melissa.venable@yahoo.com
www.designdoc.me/

It’s probably no surprise to read in this column that social media has become
an effective way to communicate, not only personally, but also professionally.
Many job descriptions now include social media tasks either explicitly listed
as part of the role, or as part of “other duties as assigned.” Your own use
of social media as a career counselor or career coach may fall into the latter
category, having evolved along with technology, your organization, and the
needs of the job.
The emergence and sustained popularity of social media has also led to jobs
and career paths that focus on its use specifically. Are your students and
clients interested in this kind of work? Get them started on their exploration
of the opportunities available.

The World of Social Media Work
Some companies are creating new roles for social media managers and
other job titles (more on that below). Full-time, part-time, and freelance
opportunities are common, as well as options for on-site or remote work.
Typical tasks for entry-level positions can include things like: developing
and implementing marketing strategies, managing social media posts/
updates, copy writing, maintaining account profiles, and data tracking and
analysis. Being able to manage multiple accounts and platforms (e.g., Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube) is also important.

Social Media Skills and Majors
A background in marketing, advertising, customer service, communication,
public relations, and/or community building can be helpful. Students
majoring in subjects such as marketing and communication may be
specifically sought out by individual companies. However, applicants with
more technical majors may be preferred if that subject is relevant to the
hiring company’s work and brand. Writing, editing, digital media creation,
collaboration, and problem solving are also relevant skills in these roles.

Social Media Job Search
The big online boards – Career Builder, Indeed, Monster – are easy to
search for terms like “social media,” to discover positons nationwide with
14
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titles such as: Social Media Specialist, Social Media Analyst, Social Media
Assistant, Social Media Manager, Community Manager, Brand Manager,
Content Creator, Content Writer, and Social Media Strategist. There are
also several niche sites to explore – MediaBistro.com, OnwardSearch.
com, Mashable.com. Having an established online presence is helpful
for applicants as a way to demonstrate their expertise. Students can also
search job sites for “social media internship” opportunities to gain practical
experience and develop contacts before graduation.
Whether your students and clients are interested in an entry-level position,
a career change, or a new path in their current field, a wide range of social
media jobs can be found in all sectors and across industries.
Additional Resource
Social Media Salary Guide. Website: www.hbit.ly/2eKDxYE
ΨΨΨ
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The Linked Insider
by Paula Brand

LinkedIn Changes Are Here to Stay: Part 2

Paula Brand, Career Consultant
and LinkedIn Trainer for
Brand Career Management
(BCM), offers training to
groups and individuals to help
them maximize their use of
LinkedIn. She is author of The
Essential Guide to Career
Certifications.
paula@paulabrand.com
www.paulabrand.com

In my post from the April/May issue, I started covering the major overhaul
to the layout of ). More specifically, I shared what features became obsolete
as a result of the website’s substantial design renovation in the first half of
2017. In continuing to inform you about those changes, this post will focus
on the new profile, the new home page and three significant site features
that remain with modifications.

The Profile
Let’s start with discussing changes to the profile page, beginning at the top
of the profile and working our way down. The first thing you’ll notice is that
your profile picture is the shape of a circle, not a square. To see your profile
and edit it, now you click on your mini profile picture or the word Me in the
top, right side of the menu bar (then select View profile and look for blue
pencil icons that indicate which sections can be edited). In the Snapshot
(the very first section of your profile), your industry is no longer visible
to others (though you still must provide one and it is factored into search
algorithms). The word Summary has been removed from the profile, but
the summary content remains at the bottom of the Snapshot (mirroring the
mobile version). Only a snippet of your summary is immediately visible and
the viewer can click on it to open the full section. On the mobile version
the snippet shows the first 60 characters or so. On the website, the snippet
shows approximately the first 250 characters. Use this knowledge skillfully.
If someone might only see the snippet, what would be the most important
information to share in those first few lines? You might consider including
your contact information, a compelling branding statement or something to
that speaks to your ideal audience.
For the Experience section, thankfully you are still able to re-arrange the
order of concurrent positions (i.e. they are both “to present”). At first
this feature had gone away, but eventually it re-appeared. Also, you are no
longer able to see the logo of a subdivision for a larger company. For now,
only the logo of a parent company will display.
In the Skills section, only your top three skills are now easily visible (it used
to display your top ten skills). Of course, others can click on View more to
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see the rest. Since LI has lessened the number of skills showing, make sure
that the three visible ones are your most essential skills.
The section for Personal Information is gone. It had included advice for
contacting you, interests, birthdate and marital status. As a work-around
for the key elements, I suggest adding your contact information and/or any
professionally relevant interests in your summary content.
All Recommendations will show together towards the bottom of your
profile.
They no longer appear within the Experience or Education sections.
See more about recommendations below. Almost all of the additional
sections can still be added (i.e. projects, languages, publications, courses,
certifications, etc.) but most of them are combined and displayed under a
new heading titled Accomplishments. The content in this new section is
collapsed, to shorten the overall profile length, unless viewers click to View
more within each section.

The Home Page
The home page has a new look, though the functionality didn’t change too
much. On this page, you are still able to publish a LI Post, share a photo
and create an update. However, you can only sort updates by “Top” or
“Recent,” and you can no longer search all updates using a keyword.

Groups, Alumni, and Recommendations
Finally, below are a few features that stayed on LI but are accessed in a new
way:
1. Groups: All functions of LI Groups are the same, but now you have
to access it by clicking on the icon in between your mini profile picture
and the link to Try Premium for Free on the right side on the menu
bar. Also, Hootsuite no longer supports LI groups.
2. Alumni: A slight variation of this function still exists but now you
access the data from the school page. Click on See Alumni or scroll
down to the Career Insights section within the school page.
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3. Recommendations: If you have ever given or received a
recommendation, your profile will include a Recommendations
section. Click on blue crayon icon at the top right corner of
this section to manage your recommendations. If you want to
recommend someone or ask for a recommendation, you must go
to the profile page to do so. Click on the three dot icon (…) next
to the profile picture to see options for recommending someone or
requesting a recommendation from another LI user. I hope you
found these updates useful!
This will be my last post of The LinkedInsider. Thanks to everyone who
has read my column over the past few years. It has been an honor to be
included in this publication with other well-respected, outstanding career
professionals.
ΨΨΨ
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by Elisabeth Sanders-Park

Discovering What Is Worthy of Esteem
So often, dynamics like fear, past damage and lack of self-esteem rear their
heads in the job search and career development processes. When people
begin to hope, re-envision their future, make changes or move forward,
these dynamics can sabotage them. Let’s look at self-esteem. There are
Elisabeth Sanders-Park
workshops, books, support groups and more on the topic. And perhaps
is the author of No One is
some of them help. But our experience is that sustained self-esteem comes
Unemployable and The Six
from within, and that getting people “pumped-up” emotionally or using
Reasons You'll Get the Job, with
techniques that only work when we are in the room is a misuse if time.
a foreword by Richard Bolles.
elisabeth@worknetsolutions.com We have discovered that helping to build clients’ self-esteem is an on-going,
every day practice that is more “reality check” than “hype session”. The
www.worknetsolutions.com/

truth is that no one lives as long as your clients have lived without doing or
becoming something worthy of esteem (whether they’re 15 or 55). No one
does what your candidates have done, survives what they have survived,
thrives where they have thrived… without doing or becoming something
worthy of esteem. Our greatest success in building client self-esteem occurs
when we simply help them recognize who they already are and what they’ve
already done that is worthy of esteem, and helping them see it, believe it,
feel it, own it.
Granted, you may work with people who have made such terrible mistakes
or are so resistant to the idea that they have value that it is difficult to find
much to hold up to the light, but do it anyway. Sure, it’s easier to do a cheery
group in which clients are lavished with compliments, positive accolades,
and your high hopes for them, but that fades quickly and can leave people
worse off than before, and it erodes your credibility. Our road to building
self-esteem may be tougher and a bit longer. It does require you to get upclose, and you will likely have to respond to people’s self-loathing, which is
often well-developed, well-articulated and doled out with great passion…
but it’s worth it. If you can help them discover even a thing or two that is
redeemable about them and worthy of esteem (and we all have it), and help
them own it, guess what? No one can take it away from them, and it can
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become the small foundation on which they can dare to hope, lift their chin
and look to the future, hear what you say, make a new choice, and so much
more.
Here are a couple of practical techniques we use on groups and one-on-one
to help people experience the reality that there is something about them,
perhaps a whole lot about them that, is worthy of esteem:

Let Them Be Right. Avoid making people “wrong”
We’re all adults here, and this puts up walls that stunt the results we’re trying
to achieve. Ask open-ended questions that allow for ideas or discussion.
Avoid terms like wrong, bad, stupid, or incorrect, and try saying, “that’s
one option”. Pull what is helpful and on-target from the answers you get,
then gently re-direct the discussion toward the answer you are looking for.
Reinforce the idea you want them to remember at the end of a discussion,
just after a break, or at the end or start of a workshop.

Set Them Up To Be Successful.
Discover what they are good at and have them do it often, whether in
a group or as part of their individual investment in their own career
development. This allows you to give honest praise. Make sure the
investments they have chosen to take-on are things they can realistically
get done. If they are failing to show-up, participate or complete their
investments, look for and reduce fear, teach the needed skills, or have them
take it in smaller steps.

Treat Them With Respect
It is amazing how healing it is to be in a place where people value your
opinion, think you are smart enough to make decisions, treat you like an
equal, and do the small things that make you feel like a valued customer,
such as using your name, offering you coffee, smiling and shaking your hand
in greeting, and introducing you to people who enter the room, etc. For
people who have never been in the workforce, or felt like they were pushedout, these small things can increase self-esteem, and gear-them up for the
interview and world of work. And, of course, do not be disrespectful. Never
ridicule or discount their decisions. Don’t say, or write in an email or file,
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anything you don’t want them to know. We have techniques for saying the
hard things, but it is done with respect and in partnership with the client.

Allow Them To Be the Expert
We all have expertise in some area, so look for the helpful expertise they
bring and can share. For example, someone may know a lot about where to
get resources for cheap or free, a field or industry they used to work in, how
to convince people on the phone, how conditions of parole work, etc. Have
candidates share, and give them credit for what they offer to the group and
program, and what they teach you. If you use their idea or shared it with
someone else, mention it to them. Ask them to help other people in areas
where they are strong. Ask their opinion. In front of a group, ask permission
to use their good work as an example of “how it’s done”; even if they are
too shy to give permission, they will be impressed with themselves because
you asked.

Put It In Writing
A good Skills Resume that clearly proves the client can do the job is one
of the best self-esteem tools around. Even if they have never held the job
before, have wacky work history, have never had a paid job in the legal
economy, or gained all their skills overseas or in prison… if they can do the
job, and you prove it by listing true things about them that make them stand
out in a crowd, they will feel good about themselves and their chances of
getting hired (see my article “Mining for Gold in the Dark,” January 2007).
By the way, a poorly written resume can reinforce a lack of self-esteem and
make the job search longer and more painful. We help each client develop a
resume to prove they can do the job they are pursuing, and over the years,
many have been moved to tears of joy because they can hardly believe they
are the person on the paper.

What We Believe
The WorkNet Model is built on the assumption that there is value in each of
us, because of two important truths:
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1: Each of us is lovingly created by God in His image, and He placed in us
the passions, talents, tendencies, and other raw material that would allow
us, and only us, to become the unique person He envisioned as He put us
together. We are each wonderfully made (Psalm 139) by a God who has a
plan (Jeremiah 29:11).
2: God came down from eternity to pay ransom for us, giving up His life for
ours… there’s no one greater, no farther distance to come, and no higher
price to pay. The God of the universe decided that you, and I, and every
person we have the honor of serving is worth it (John 3:16). When people
see themselves in light of God’s love, it’s easy to see value and potential. It’s
easy to have hope. You will not find scripture in our curriculum, but this
understanding is innate to everything we do. For more, see our “Theology
of Work”.
However you approach it, remember that self-esteem is something we bring
out in people as they recognize the talent and value they have already proven
they have. Keep in touch, and let me know how I can help.
ΨΨΨ
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CEU One Stop: Continuing
Education Opportunities for
Career Professionals
by Janet Wall

Janet Wall is Founder
of CEUonestop.com, author
of McGraw-Hill’s ASVAB
books, and former manager of
the ASVAB Career Exploration
Program. She is an NCDA
Fellow and GCDF Instructor.

CEUonestop.com is an official National Board of Certified Counselors
(NBCC) approved continuing education provider. In short that means that
our offerings adhere to the strict and rigorous requirements of NBCC.
As a result, completing any of our online, self-paced courses (www.
CEUonestop.com/wp/courses), live webinars (www.CEUonestop.com/
wp/webinars) or recorded webinars (www.CEUonestop.com/wp/webinar/
recordings) give you clock hours for such certifications as the NCC, LPC,
GCDF, BCC, CWDP, EVGP and CRC. Typically these certifications require
around 75-100 clock hours of continuing education every five years.

careerfacilitator@janetwall.net
www.janetwall.net
We have introduced a new course for your professional development –
Using the MBTI in Career Counseling, Coaching, and Advising: Moving Beyond the
Basics, created by Edythe Richards, MBTI Master Practitioner This is an
intermediate to advanced course requiring the participant to have at least
a basic knowledge of the MBTI. Check www.CEUonestop.com/wp/
courses for detailed information on what is covered in this course or on the
registration page https://ceuonestop.com/wp/product/using-the-mbtimoving-beyond-the-basics/

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) has helped millions of individuals
worldwide for 75+ years gain self-awareness leading to improvements
in how they communicate and interact with others, how they learn, and
how they work. The purpose of the MBTI is “to make the theory of
psychological types described by C. G. Jung understandable and useful in
people's lives. The essence of the theory is that much seemingly random
variation in the behavior is actually quite orderly and consistent, being due
to basic differences in the ways individuals prefer to use their perception and
judgment.” (Myers-Briggs Foundation).
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Assessments like the MBTI are often part of the career counseling process,
but are also valuable in work settings such as teambuilding and leadership
development, in academia to help in understanding the various ways we
teach, learn, and communicate, and to help us acknowledge and appreciate
differences in those closest to us, such as family members and friends. When
administered and interpreted correctly, the MBTI can be empowerig in a
variety of settings - from the corporate world, to school, to relationship
development.
It is recommended that users of the MBTI complete a certification process
to ensure their clients receive in-depth and accurate feedback on their
results and adhere to the specific effective guidelines of use. For example
– 2 common misconceptions about the Myers-Briggs is that it 1.) predicts
behavior, and 2.) matches a person (to a job, career field, college major, etc.).
Knowing your own Myers-Briggs type will help you identify your strengths
and areas for development; knowing the types of others will help you
interact more effectively with them.
Visit the website www.CEUonestop.com for more continuing education
opportunities. Sign up for the VIP Mailing List offering periodic discounts:
www.eepurl.com/EUz8f
ΨΨΨ
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Career Development NETWORK contacts

UNITED STATES CONTACTS
Alaska
Arizona
California
California

Deeta Lonergan
Stan Maliszewski
Susan Wise Miller, LA area
Maggi Payment Kirkbride, San
Diego Area
Connecticut
Eleta Jones
Illinois
Jack Chapman, Chicago area
Illinois
Roberta E Renaldy
Kentucky
Nancy Parsley
Maine
Joan Gramer
Maryland
Karol Taylor
Massachusetts
Gail Liebhaber
Michigan
Roberta Floyd, Southeast
Michigan
Ken Soper. Western
Missouri
Carolyn B. Thompson
New York
Fredricka Cheek, Upstate
New York
Rita Carey, Western
Ohio
Caitlin Williams
Ohio
Richard Haid
Oregon
Lois Reid, Salem area
Oregon
Kim M. Voyle. Hillsboro area
Pennsylvania
George Ponticello
Texas
Suzy Drapkin Austin area
Texas
Helen Harkness, Dallas Area
Texas
Kim Thompson, Houston Area
Washington, D.C. Margaret New

INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS
AUSTRALIA
EGYPT
SINGAPORE
SOUTH KOREA
VENEZUELA
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907.274.4500
520.621.1700
323.933.2900

deeta@alaska.net
simalisz@u.arizona.edu
susan@californiacareerservices.com
mkpayment@usa.net

860.768.5619
847.251.4727
312.926.4888
859.331.9070
207.948.5009
240.447.2923
781.861.9949
248.357.2426
616. 698.3125
573. 873.5500
716.839.3635
585.398.7508
831.917.7800
513.868.1488
503. 363.0188
503.647.2382
412.586.3731
512.590.2545
972.278.4701
832.724.8921
703.298.2525

EJones@mail.hartford.edu
jkchapman@aol.com
rrenaldy@nmh.org
NEPARSLEY@aol.com
mecareeroptions@aol.com
Karol@us.net
gail@yourcareerdirection.com
rafloyd1@mac.com
kensoper@yahoo.com
cbt@trainingsys.com
fscheek@adelphia.net
rita@rcmassociates.com
drcaitlinwilliams@gmail.com
dickhaid@adultmentor.com
lhr4hannah@yahoo.com
kimvoyle@voyle.com
gponticello@careerdevelopmentcenter.org
sdrapkin@careerachievers.com
options@career-design.com
kmathomp@aol.com
margaret@middleburggroup.com

amy@abundanzenterprise.com
ahmed.mostafa@acdamena.org
timothy@abundanzenterprise.com
82.2.3672.7700
emhwang95@emconsulting.co.kr
0058.212.2837471 egbertof@cantv.net
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quick catches
Memorial Videos of
Career Development
Leaders Who Passed
Away Recently
Richard N. Bolles
The author of What Color Is
Your Parachute, the most influential
career book of all times, Dick
Bolles was “a most lovable brilliant
man who made his mission in life
to help people with their work”
(Marci Bolles).
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qZhEzRl0er8&t=52s
Dr. Garry R. Walz

New Book by

Information

Organizational

on Resumes

Development

Wendy Enelow and Louise
Kursmark, the world’s experts on
resumes, have authored many
up-to-date books on the subject,
including Modernize Your Resume,
available from Emerald Career
Publishing, www.emeraldpublishing.org.

A“nurturer of relationships and
new ideas,” Garry Walz was a
“trailblazer, naturalist, and futurist.
” Elizabeth Sanders-Park, a
newsletter contributor, discusses
“cognitive neuroscience, “ about
how the brain takes in, stores,
retrieves and uses knowledge.
Gary Walz, a “nurturer of
relationships and new ideas,”
presented this topic at a National
Career Development Association
conference about 14 years ago.
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kCprKIWYnHo&t=23s
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Pioneer
Up is not the only way: Rethinking
Career Mobility by Dr. Beverly Kaye
co-authored with Lindy Williams
and Lynn Cowart. Due out in
September from Barrett-Koehler
Publishers, www/blkconnection.com.
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